
Inspired Susan Schaefer Bernardo: A Journey
of Creativity and Imagination

When it comes to inspiring creativity and capturing the essence of imagination,
few individuals can compare to Susan Schaefer Bernardo. With her unique ability
to transport readers of all ages to magical worlds through her words and
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illustrations, Bernardo has made a lasting impact on the literary and artistic
community.

An Early Spark

Born and raised in a small town, Bernardo's passion for storytelling started at a
young age. She would spend hours crafting tales and bringing her imagination to
life through drawings and paintings. Her love for art and literature intertwined
seamlessly, leading her on a path of exploration and growth.
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As Bernardo grew older, her passion for creativity only intensified. She pursued a
degree in Fine Arts and Literature, honing her skills as both a writer and an artist.
This combination allowed her to develop a unique approach to storytelling, one
that bridges the gap between the written word and visual expression.

Breaking Boundaries

With her captivating storytelling abilities and remarkable artistic talent, Bernardo
has broken through the traditional boundaries of the publishing industry. She has
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written and illustrated numerous acclaimed books that have captured the hearts
of millions.

One of her most notable works is "The Big Adventures of Tiny House," a
children's book that takes readers on a journey of self-discovery and adventure.
The book not only showcases her exceptional writing, but also her beautiful
illustrations, which truly bring the story to life.

Another remarkable piece in Bernardo's portfolio is "Sun Kisses, Moon Hugs," a
book that explores the power of love and connection. This heartwarming story not
only resonates with children but also touches the hearts of adults, reminding them
of the importance of love and empathy.

A Source of Inspiration

Bernardo's work has become a source of inspiration for both aspiring artists and
writers. Her ability to seamlessly blend words and images has opened up new
possibilities in the world of storytelling. Many individuals have been moved by her
unique approach and have been encouraged to explore their own creative
abilities.

In addition to her books, Bernardo also conducts workshops and gives talks to
inspire creativity in others. She believes that everyone has a story to tell and
encourages individuals to find their own voice through art and literature.

The Power of Imagination

One of the recurring themes in Bernardo's work is the power of imagination. She
believes that imagination has the ability to transform lives and bring about
positive change. Through her stories, she encourages readers to embrace their
imagination, to think outside the box, and to dream big.



Furthermore, Bernardo's work often addresses important societal issues, such as
environmental conservation and social justice. By using her storytelling abilities
and artistic talent to shed light on these topics, she encourages readers to
become agents of change and make a difference in the world.

A Legacy of Creativity

As Susan Schaefer Bernardo continues to inspire countless individuals with her
creativity and imagination, her legacy grows stronger with each new project. Her
ability to captivate readers of all ages and spark their own creative journeys is a
testament to her tremendous talent and passion.

So, if you're looking for a source of inspiration, look no further than Susan
Schaefer Bernardo. Her words and illustrations will transport you to enchanting
realms, where your imagination can soar and your creativity can thrive.
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As if life weren't complicated enough, teenager Rocket Malone has just learned
that her mysterious Aunt Polly is actually Polyhymnia, a Greek Muse who
desperately needs her help. Now Rocket needs to juggle middle school and
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apprentice Muse training, learn how to ride Pegasus and blow glass, battle Zeus
and catch a crazed nymph named Echo -- all without losing her best friend or
looking like an idiot in front of her crush Ryan. As she strives to inspire others,
Rocket learns to trust her own voice and realizes that the most important spark
she must ignite is her own -- because the brighter she shines, the more she lights
the way for those around her.

Advance Reviews:

Bernardo's fast-paced novel takes readers through the emotional roller coaster of
being a teenager trying to find her identity...Bernardo draws upon classical and
contemporary literature and mythology to present the perfect blend of history,
fantasy and entertainment. --Publisher's Weekly Booklife Prize

*****
Rocket Malone is not thrilled with the direction her life is taking. Her mom has just
remarried, and they are moving from their hip cottage in Venice Beach to her
stepfather s home in Hollywood. Her best friend, Gillian, has a new friend and a
new boyfriend, and Rocket feels left behind. When she finds out that her mother
is pregnant with twins, she is furious. All of these problems are quickly
overshadowed when Rocket discovers that she is descended from the Greek
muses, and is therefore obligated to serve as an apprentice to the nine
mythological sisters. Rocket sees herself as smart but not creative, and
apprenticing to the muses does not come naturally to her. She tries to help
several people, but just cannot find the right person to aid.

Along with the fun, intelligent story about Greek gods, muses, and other
mythological figures, Inspired captures the trials and tribulations of discovering
oneself while dealing with the challenges of middle school. Rocket does not want



her life to change, but she must adapt, learning to share her mom and her best
friend while finding new ways to create her own joy.

Rocket and her friends have some very serious problems. Rocket s father
committed suicide; her mother is in the midst of a high-risk pregnancy. Her friend
Ryan lost his sister in a car accident and then was abandoned by his father; the
home he shares with his mother is destroyed in a fire. These issues are
thoughtfully addressed in the story as the adolescents learn not to blame
themselves, to accept what is, and to help one another through the hardest parts.

Inspired is delightful, insightful, and charming as it encourages kids to face their
obstacles and chase their own passions. --Foreword Reviews May/June 2018
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